PREMIUM PRO

forms +

FormsPlus complements our existing Premium
Tax software by providing insurance and premium
tax related forms and required annual statement
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location. The software is designed exclusively for
Property & Casualty, Life, HMO, Risk Retention, and
Title Insurance Companies.

KEY FEATURES
EXPANDING LIBRARY OF FORMS
More than 1,000 forms and growing. With the
increasing demands on insurance companies,
FormsPlus strives to maintain up to date forms and
implement user requests.

EASY DATA IMPORT
Source in data from the premium tax module.
FormsPlus will automatically rollover your company
information and selected data for each form from
year to year so you can start using it immediately.

SUPPORTS FILING OPTIONS
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Non-Paper filings link to agency websites for
electronic forms. Online Filing Assistant wizard, email
form buttons, and export to spreadsheet functionality
assist in submitting electronic and digital filings.

CONNECT WITH US
(800) 380-6407
support@tritechsoft.com
www.tritechsoft.com

PREMIUM PRO POWERED BY TRITECH

VALUE
ALL-IN-ONE LIBRARY
Import Data Our FormsPlus library brings thousands of forms
across hundreds of internet locations to your doorstep in one
easy-to-use premium tax forms library making the complex
simple.

CUSTOMIZED FORM EXPERIENCE
You decide what forms this software supports. If there is a form
that your company is required to file, that is related to Premium
Tax, and cannot be found in either the Premium Tax or current
FormsPlus software you can simply forward that form to our
office and we will add it to the software.

HASSLE-FREE NAVIGATION
Navigate thousands of forms to find the forms you need for your
company. FormsPlus software makes the search simple and the
form filing seamless.

(800) 380-6407
support@tritechsoft.com
www.tritechsoft.com

BENEFITS
INCREASED CAPACITY

Premium Pro FormsPlus shortens filing time and simplifies the
overwhelming task of finding and completing additional forms for
Premium Tax filings.

EMPOWERED MANAGEMENT

FormsPlus complements our existing Premium Tax software
resourcing premium tax teams with all the related forms and
required annual statement filings for all states in one
easy-to-access location.

REDUCED RISK
FormsPlus makes the research process for thousands of
applicable form filings easy by reducing the risk of missing key
filings for your company.

PREMIUM PRO POWERED BY TRITECH

